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Managing a Mailman E-Mail List Server

Mailman is an e-mail list server, which was designed to make group communication easier. A

list is established for a group, and then selected members of the group can communicate with each

other by sending electronic mail to the mailing list. Mailman will send the e-mail to each person who is

a member of the list.

The user-interface is old school. Think basic HTML web design layout from the late 1990’s,

but what it does, it does well. The layout of Mailman has the navigation, or menu, in the top 3” or so of

every screen. It is a link based menu, with three (3) columns of links, and then the actual page you

want to see is displayed underneath the top menu. So when you click on a menu link like Membership

Management, you will need to scroll down to see the content.
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The Process

The process to use an e-mail list server involves four (4) steps.

1. Build your list - add members. Someone else may have already done this for you. See

Membership Management below to see if you have subscribers.

2. Send an e-mail message with optional attachment(s) up to a recommended 2 megabytes size

limit to the list. The attachment(s) can be larger, but many recipients are bothered by large

attachments, and may unsubscribe from your list.  Please always include a subject line. The list

e-mail address and access will be given to you separately.

3. Approve the moderated (held) message to authorize it to go to the list. See Tend to Pending

Moderator Requests below.

4. Periodically update the list, add new members or update e-mail addresses, and remove old e-

mail addresses. See Mass Subscription and Mass Removal below.

Participants

Lists have three types of participants: owners (list administrators), moderators, and subscribers.

For our purposes, the list owners and the moderators are the same people. List owners typically get

administrative information about the list, such as subscription / unsubscription notifications,

moderation notifications, and e-mail bounce back error messages. List owners can change all settings

on a list with the list owner’s password. If moderators are set up separately (usually the same person or

group of people manage everything), then moderators would only get messages about subscriptions /

unsubscriptions and moderation notifications. Subscribers should all be set with moderation on, and

not send to the list without your approval. Be sure to add your own e-mail, and backup (secondary or

personal e-mail) to receive list e-mails as well. List owner and moderator e-mail addresses don’t

automatically get added to the list unless they are also added to the list as a subscriber.
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Membership Management

Click on Membership Management on the left-hand side of the menu. The default view is for

Membership List which displays current members of the list. If the list is larger, only a partial list of

members are displayed at once. List members are separated by the first letter of their e-mail address. If

any e-mail addresses start with a number, they are listed first, then the A’s, B’s, C’s, all the way down

the alphabet. If any letter is missing, it means there are no member e-mail addresses starting with that

letter.

The heading section will describe how many list members there are, and how many are

displayed for the category with the first e-mail. So when you first click on Membership Management,

it may say “581 members total, 13 shown” which would mean 581 subscribers, and 13 have e-mail

addresses that start with the letter “a”. If you click on “B” or “C” or any other letter that is displayed, it

may say “581 members total, 19 shown” which would mean that letter has 19 e-mail addresses that

start with that letter. Play around with it – click on the alphabet letters and see the e-mail addresses

displayed below. It makes more sense to see it than to describe it. Of course, your members total will

vary from the example listed above. You will be able to add, edit, or remove recipients’ names to go

with the corresponding e-mail addresses. Unfortunately, you cannot change an e-mail address. It must

be removed, and then the new one added.

Important: Your list is set with the moderation tag on for all current members and future subscribers

as well. Please do not remove that – or members will be able to send to the list. Please see our FAQs:

• What is a Moderated List? http://www.baywalk.net/about/faq_what_is_a_moderated_list.php

• E-mail Spoof / Forged E-mail  http://www.baywalk.net/about/faq_e-mail_spoof.php

http://www.baywalk.net/about/faq_what_is_a_moderated_list.php
http://www.baywalk.net/about/faq_email_spoof.php
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Adding Subscribers

Adding subscribers is a fairly straightforward operation. Once you have logged into the

administrative web page, click on Membership Management and Mass Subscription. The first three

options control whom to notify about this operation. The next text area is entitled “Enter one address

per line below...”.  Enter the e-mail addresses and names in the following format:

• E-mail only, or

• E-mail (Last name, First name), or

• E-mail (First name Last name)

Examples:

bob.smith@somewhere.com 

john.smith@somewhere.com  (Smith, John)

jane.smith@ somewhere.com  (Jane Smith)

If you are adding your group’s membership roster, normally you just subscribe them and do not

take the extra step to invite them. This assumes that your members or customers want to be part of

your list. If you are adding recipients who specifically asked to be added (they called or filled out a

website contact us form), check the box “Yes” for a welcome message that says “Send welcome

messages to new subscribers?”. Otherwise, we suggest leaving it unchecked and set at “No”. Note that

for all websites we setup, we allow visitors to add themselves to your lists. As a practice, we

recommend encouraging new members and those interested to add themselves, and saving you the

time. For the last option of notifying list owners, since you are likely one of the list owners,

notification by e-mail to the owner is up to you.

Note there is no “change subscribers” function, so to change an e-mail address, you must add

the new one, and remove the old one. See Mass Removal in the next section.

Make sure you click on Submit Your Changes, or your changes will not be saved.

mailto:bob.smith@somewhere.com
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Removing Subscribers

If you would like to remove a subscriber or several subscribers, log into the administrative web

interface and click on Membership Management and Mass Removal. The first two options specify

who should be notified about this operation. In the text area entitled “Enter one address per line

below...”, enter all of the e-mail addresses that you would like to remove from your list on separate

lines. 

If you receive an e-mail bounce back error message after approving a moderated list message,

please read it. If it says something like “No such user” or “Mail server permanently rejected message”,

then you should remove that subscriber’s e-mail address from the list server. If you don’t, your list

server and domain can be labeled as a spamming source, and legitimate e-mail might not get through

any more. Feel free to contact the removed recipient by other means (alternative e-mail, telephone,

Facebook, LinkedIn, etcetera) and ask if they would like to stay on the list, and what e-mail you should

add for them. For more information, you may read our FAQ on E-mail Does Not Go Through:

http://www.baywalk.net/about/faq_e-mail_does_not_go_through.php

If you are removing recipients who specifically asked to be removed, check the box “Yes” for a

goodbye message that says “Send unsubscription acknowledgment to the user?”. Otherwise, leave it

unchecked and set at “No”.  Note that for all list messages that go out, at the bottom of the e-mail

message there are instructions for recipients to unsubscribe themselves. As a practice, we recommend

encouraging members who wish to leave to unsubscribe themselves, and saving you the time. For the

last option of notifying list owners, since  you are likely one of the list owners, notification by e-mail to

the owner is up to you.

Note there is no “change subscribers” function, so to change an e-mail address, you must

remove the old one, and add the old one. See Mass Subscription in the previous section.

Make sure you click on Submit Your Changes, or your changes will not be saved.

http://www.baywalk.net/about/faq_email_spoof.php
http://www.baywalk.net/about/faq_email_spoof.php
http://www.baywalk.net/about/faq_email_does_not_go_through.php
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Approving Moderated (Held) Messages

How does moderation work? When someone posts a message to our lists, it is held for

moderation. The owner / moderators will receive an e-mail saying a post is being held for moderation.

This e-mail will include a link to the Mailman administration page for an owner to login and deal with

the message. We set the list up so non-members cannot send messages to the list. If it is legitimate then

approve it, and if it is spoof (forged legitimate e-mail address), then discard it. See the FAQ on E-mail

Spoof / Forged E-mail http://www.baywalk.net/about/faq_e-mail_spoof.php

To tend to these pending requests, you can click on the link in the e-mail you received about the

request, or you can log in to the Mailman administration page and choose Tend to Pending

Moderator Requests from the Other Administrative Activities section in the upper-right hand corner

of the Mailman menu.

On this list of administrative requests, it is possible to deal with all messages from an individual

at once. To view with the messages individually, choose “view all messages from” or select the

number beside the message you want to deal with. Please review the content of the message and be

sure it is appropriate for the list in question before accepting the post. Actions you should take:

1) Accept – Sends the message to the list, resulting in the membership receiving the message.

2) Discard – Throw the message away. Message does not get sent to the list membership.

For either Accept or Discard selections, make sure you click on Submit All Data, or your

actions will not be performed.

Were these instructions helpful? Was anything confusing or could it be worded better? Are

there any typos or errors or omissions? Please let us know at the contact us form below.

http://www.baywalk.net/about/contact_us.php

qcrlz498e&at20120706

http://www.baywalk.net/about/faq_email_spoof.php
http://www.baywalk.net/about/contact_us.php
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